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9/29'

DELTA MARK lOB CD Electronic Ignition,
$39.95. 268-5490. Electronic Ignition Sales.
10/7

ROOM IN HOUSE like apartment. Female
preferred $87/mo, 262·0535. ~
9/30
ROOMMATE WANTE.D:
Beautiful
house,
Corrales, male graduate student preferred $130.

FRIGIDAIRE DELUXE Washer & dryer, like
new, $225, 265·6821.
10/1

SHARE HOUSE,

brm 2/fireplacc
utilities included, 256·7285,277-2907.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
conliecutlve days with no chwnges, nine cen·
ts per word per day, lno relundalf cancelled
before five in~ertionsl. Classified advertisements must he paid in advance.
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Mllrron llnll room 131 or by mall to:
ClassiHeil Adverli!llng, UNM Hox 20,

0
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Albuquerque, N.M.

0

$90

265·6821.

10/1

:S~i"Ai.i APARTMENT on Edith near Central.
$110 mont~lec~~icity paid, ca11243-l 026.

5.

10/2
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HELP? Y~~t;;;-~~
friends who care at Birthright 247-9819.
tfn
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9/29

EMPLOYMENT

F'REE

(two with cute short tails)call 298·2530,

ncv~r

LOST wOMAN'S gold· watch. ~R~-;a;d-orfcr;d:
277·4072 alter 9 p.m.
9/29

FOUN'o'iAOiEs SCARF near Marron Hall. Jden·
9/30

tlfy & claim Marron 131.

SERVICES

LAW SCHOOL ADMlSSION 'fest Oct. 11.
Prepare now, call Professional BduC<ttors
Mexico Inc:, 255·1904.

of New

BELLY DANCE! Classes, the Blue Hareom 255·

1967.

10/3

QUALITY EDI'l'ORIAL rewriting services,
manuscripts, dissertations. Ann Hutton 345·5242,

10/3

AUTO TU.NING and Repair, reasonable, 1211
Copper NE, rear west.
10/2
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photograph
Gallery is one-halt block from Johnson Gym on
Cornell, Special order service.
PHOTOGRAPHY
ENTHUSIAST,
students]
Custom blnck·and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pusll processing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs, High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, H asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
PASSPORT,lDENTIFICATION photos, Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.

Photography.

Creative Services Ltd. 299·7930.

255·5987.

SON~

QUAD RECOH.DER wilh AM·FM eight track and
10/9

~

kers of--H.c:;"d 'v1ade Indian
OLD TOWN

'!'ENNIS EQUIPMENT BAGS of attractive,
durable vinyL Two separate rac'kel com·
partments, ample space for balls, shoes, clothes,
etc. $22.50. Godfrey, 265·3028.
9/29

66 FASTBACK VW, $500, Tel. 265·1953.

9/29

1971 VW SQBK 411. Gas saver, automatic, complete repairs 6-mo. guarantee, $2300 or best offer.

842·9434.

9/29

FOR SALE 1972 H-2 Kawasaki 750 Hs Is. Needs
engine work. $750 or best orfer, Call 843·6378
9
I
2
6

AMERiCAN/INTERNATIONAL Youth Ho•tcl
pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
9/30
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE toul;'ing center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tin
71

YAMAHA 360 Enduro. $450. 296·2616.

10/1

HANG GLIDER: Seagull III. fair condition, $250.
255·1448 after 5:oo;
10/3
75 YAMAHA 400 Enduro. New, still on warranty.
Outstanding MPG, street legal. $1050, firm. Tory
877-4386 evenings,
10/1

10/14

Springboal'd Coun~eling. $30,881-3919.

l

UNM Mountain Club wiJl meet Tuesday, Sept.
30 at 7:30p.m. in nn. 129, SUB.

The Story Of
WHilom Randolph Hearst
7:00 & 9:00 pm
SILVER SCREEN
881-8982
5600 Mcleod St.

Interested in helping with the Wednesday
Chapel? Special music, song leading, reading. Con·
tact Roland McGregor, United Ministries Center,
1801 Las Lomas NE, 247-{1497.
Business meeling, UNM Spurs, B p.m., Wed·
nesdny, Oct. 1, rm. 253, SUB. Ecology movie and
discussion on "A Matter of Time." Executive COrti·
ffi:lttee meeting, 15 minutes prior, same room.
Symphony of Life presents two 10 week classes
In basic techniques, principles and methods of
medltation, every Wednesday 4 to 5:30 p,m,, Oct.
1 to Dec. 10, in Humanities rm 518, and every
Tuesday 4 to 5:30p.m., Oct. 7 to Dec. 9, in Honors
Center rm 134, (Hum.). Phone 898·9120 for
registration or further info.

UNM President Ferrel Heady

TC·45
DELUXE
MINIATURE
BATTERY·OPERATED
ACTION·CORDER with
Built·ln Condenser ·
Microphone and
Automatic Shut·Off
Small enough to fit snugly
into hand, purse, or attache
case, the petite SONY TC-45
is a true friend that sticks
with you all day long - at
work, school, and play. An
ideal traveling companion; it's
full of the extra perform·
ance, value, and dependabil·
ity that's made SONY the
first name in tape recorders.

DO YOU NEED

CASH?

The Map Collection area will be open additional
hours Sept. 27. The new hours are Saturday from
9na.m. to 1 p.m. and Sundays from 1 p.m. to 4:~0
p.m.

Earn $ 10 a week

Students to draft "Bootsie" for president in '76
will meet in' Room 246 of the Kiva, Sept. 31· a{lcr
three belles. Trapper Dan will speak .so you'd bet·
ter listen.

donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA

9/29

El,EC'rltONIC REP AlRS. TV, stereos, radios.
The Guitnr Shop, 26!:2338.
10/2
COLOn AND B/W, sale~ and service, Free
estimate. Aftdr6, 266·6994.
10/3

A product from

FORRENT

SUPERSCOPE.

DONOR CENTER

ROOMMATE (OR COUPLE) wanted for 3·bdrm
house. Serious student: noll·smoker. $67 or $100
Uor
842·0394. 1400 Wilmoorc SE.

8 am to 5 pm
mx WlNROCK w'UNHR
m"

You never hoard It so good.•

Tues~ay-Saturday

TONITE
7:30&9:15

293·5445

RESIDEN~E

842-699•1

Mon.-Sa~P!!~-~~~S

11701 M~naul N.E.
Wyoming NE 265-3&68

I
-

·

511
265-3667
~New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301
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25% OFF
UNM Semester Bus Passes
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Flash Gordon No. 5

*~ . and a.Women's Week Spect."al
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r\ate M i[Jett 's 'T'h ree Lives
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= * Contt"nuous' ShoWt'ng 10 am 3 "pm
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SUB Ga}}ery - A}} Week
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FREE' VIDEO TAPES
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Semester Pass Now Only $21.00
Monthly Bus Pas ~ $8.00
5 Offer Only Available Wednesday, October 1, 1975
~ Sold at the Student Union Information Center
=
~
FREE Bus Schedules and Route Maps
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By JosephMonahan
In 1968 Eugene McCarthy stormed onto the
American political scene by capturing the New
Hampshire primary and putting any ho~e Lyndon
·
Johnson had for a second term to aiJ end.
It's 1975 but McCarthy, now.59, is still running
for the White House. This time around there is a
major difference. The former Minnesota senator
has abandoned the Democratic party in favor of
running as an Independent.

McCarthy was on the UNM campus this past
weekend talking to UNM students at the law
school about his campaign and the issues he sees
for 1976.
In an intervi.ew with the LOBO McCarthy
reflected on his run in 1968 and his reasons for
campaigning as an Independent. "We f<>und you
After eight years at the helm, UNM President Ferrel Heady will could not get through in either party; now the new
retire today at noon but will remain at UNM to teach public ad- campaign financing law gives undue protection to
ministration.
.
the Democrats ang Republicans," McCarthy said.
Heady will be replaced by William "Bud"Davis who was hired last . D:spite his position as a· longs~ot . for t~e
May by ~he UNM Regents. Davis was formerly"president of Idaho' presidency t~e foriJl.er ·senator mamta1~ed h1s
State University at Pocatello.
chances runnm~ outs1de of the. Dem?c~at1c party
Among . Heady's .chief accomplishments while in office was the are better than 1f he were runnmg w1thm the parreoi·ga:niz:aticm of UNM's,vice presidents.
ty.
r became presic:limt in 1968, the University was ex-. "
. .
periencing some crucial growing pains, and we needed to reorganize
. If ~ou work w1thm
party they'll (the oarty
our vice·presidential positions," Heady said last· spring. "I think . ehte, 1.e. the lab.or. umons and May~r Daley's)
they're lined up correctly now. I guess my timing was good."
g~t you. ;t'hey e!tmmated McGovern l!l 1\l'l::l oy
Another incident Heady is remembered for is his all night stay on w1thdrawmg the1r support. an? that'~, what hap·
the Mall with anti-War demonstrators in May 1972.
pe!led to me at the conventiOn m 1968,. McCarthy

·Farewell; It's Been
A Heady Experience .

Eugene McCarthy

work in the system'."
McCarthy said he sees 1976 as the best year iri
the past 40 years for an Independent campaign
because polls show voters would at least like "to'
·have a different choice besides the Republicans
and Democrats."
.
"I
don't
mind
if
they
make
a
reasonable
profit or
Oontin~ed civil disobedience was pred!cted until H~ady decided to sa;hen asked where his ~any supporters j~ 1968
if only several companies control the output of a
1rem1am ·:with th? students through the mght. He cons1ders the move . are, M~Carthy said with a note of irony, "One-third
but it should be a product we need, not
product
of h1s mo~t 1mpor~ant.
.
.
of them have gone into establishment politics and
waste."
The outgomg pres1gent, however, IS not pleased w1th the lack of a when I ask them about getting involved with this·
In a later article the LOBO will take a closer look
differential funding plan for UNM. He worked for differential funding
·
at the views of Gene McCarthy.
since he arrived here from. Michigan.
~ndependent, movell}ent they say, 'You have to

t?e

strange vegetables, heavily spiced for preser·
vation.
The Society is conducting a 6·week course in
medieval cookery beginning on Wednesday, Oct. 1
at 7:30 p.m. The classes will be held at 12508
Prospect Ave. NE and interested novices are in·
vited.
.
Upon joining the SCA, each member must
choose a name. It must be medieval in natura, but
not the actual name of any historical or literary
figure. Some local names are Ivan the Gross, Lady
Irminsol the Improllable, and Steorra of Aefen.
Stephen Claw, a local member, specializes in armor-making. He has researched the craft for
several years and may be contracted to build a suit
of armor or a helmet.
"You are limited only by your imagination," Sir
Raymond the Quiet said. The Society is not restric·
ted to the martial arts, nor to medieval Europe. It
covers any period before 1650. Many members
have taken on ancient Greek and Roman identities.
The most glamorous aspect of t1ie society,
however, is the tourneys, wars and grovels. These
are the fighting events in which the men battle to
the finish to protect their ladies, their land and
their honor.
For convenience, the United States is divided in·
to four kingdoms; the East, West,' Middle and
Alenveldt. Each kingdom has its own king and
queen. The King has the power to change
procedure but not to dictate orders to his citizens.
Each kingdom is subdivided into baronies. The
nearest barony is in Denver. Albuquerque ~·not
yet populous enough to become a barony.
Tourneys are held semi·annually w.lthin a
kingdom to determine the new king. It is not a
hereditary title, but rather must be earned by
being the last man to remain standing on the bat·
tlefield. To accomplish this feat, he must "kill" all
his opponents.
'

By Janet Kennedy
The Society for Creative Anachronism (SCA) is
busy trying to create the Current Middle Ages by
practicing, not just researching, the arts and
lifestyles of the Middle Ages.
"We are trying to preserve all the arts of the
Middle Ages," said Ray Moseley (Sir Raymond the
Quiet), former vice·president of the SCA on cam·
"We take all the best from the era and leave

~·13~0~7HC~E~N~T~R*A~l~N~E~~~~~~~2~5~5~-1~6~9~4~~~il:~~~:a~ll~~rtih;~e£b~loodshed."
~>lc***************
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Campus Sound Center
for 26 years
3011 Monte Vista NE
Near UNM

ALBUQUERQUE

*

....._#

Lobo photo.

·McCarthy Abandons Democrats

Knights When Robin Hood Maid Marian

DOCTOR IN

~ §\I~~TI

-·
LO - 0

Makes Third Try for Presidency

'

NECCHI ZIGZAG, '75 closeout model. Buttonholes, embroiders, monograms, $40 or 10
payments of $4. 256·3505.
10/9

"COPING W11'H DIVORCE" six week seminar.

·,

T!-iesday, September 30,1975

. Catch. Up With

·--10/23

ALL KINDS of typing done. Call Kim, 265-32{1

ENDS THURSDAY
TONIGHT 7:30. 9:30

DAILY

KITTENS; two striped, three ·all black
10/3

9/29

4.

New Mexico

68 GTO, re,built engine, radials, AC, PB, horst
shifter, $1000,298·2015.
10/3

all the goodios, $9.55 month, 262·0637.

&

Are you
already
1 month
behind after
1 month
of school?

20 PORT ABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming NE.

LOST & FOUND

WEDDING INVITATIONS

The UNM School of Law will hold a pre·law
night Monday, Sept. 29 for all students interest.od,
It will be held at lhe l.aw School, 1117 Stanford
NE o.t 7 p.m. A table will be set up Monday, Sept.
29,9 a.m.-3 p.m. aL the SUB for general info.

5-STRING BANJO J,ESSONS, Traditional styles,
beginning, advanced. 836-1877.
10/3

MARY, I waited Cor 2 hour!l nt Carruro's Plz;m but

3.

National Chicano Health Organization is ac·
cepting applications for Work Study secretary,
For further info call 277-4731 or leave a message
at the NCHO office at Chicano Studies.

MISCELLANEOUS

you

r:t5 2.
bD

842·9434.

8.

10/3

show{'d up. All I wanted to do was bUy
you~~-~.~~-~~~ ~~Jk_ things over, Nick.
9/30

z"'

1'971 VW SQBK 411. Gas saver, automatic, com·
plete repairs 6-mo. guarantee, $2150 or best offer.

Non-resident parking stickers for people with
out·of·state license plates are now available at
Parking Services. Students sho·Jld bring car
registration, driver's license and $1.

PART TIME JOB graduate students only, Af·
ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls pleuse. Save Way r~iquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23

81l:ll.

PERSONALS

1.

SILVER SUNBEAM ANTIQUES. New shipment
from cast. Clothes, quilts, art deco, much.
miscellaneous, 3409 Central ME.
10/1

6.

FORSALE

...:l

'

----

I

.

Sponsored by A.S.U.N.M.
And StUdent ACt'lVl•t•leS

~***************"~*'*'lr ..r**"~**'lr-.lr*·*"~**'"*

This
new bloodless
era is
from the old
by calling
it the Current
Ages. ,
The name SCA is commonly associated with
of armored knights battling on im open
lield, but not all members are fighters. Many are
actively interested in a vllriety of arts and crafts;
as weaving, cooking, embroidery, calligraphy
(the art of printing), armor-making, music, dance,
workin~. brewery. costume-making and leather·
Each member pursues 'a .field of· interest by
doing his or her own research and reproducing the
art. Members demonstrate their progress at
weekly revels.
A revel is a 'non-fighting event held weekly
which provides medieval· entertainment. The
~lbuquerque group holds its revels every Sunday
Alvarado Park at 1:30 p.m., where one may
learn dances and listen to old ballads.
There is a general lack of knowledge about the
Middle Ages, for what little was recorded has been
lost or destroyed through the centuries. The folk
arts are especially difficult to research, having
been oral tr!lditions. But the SCA has managed to
recreate several dances and are in the process of
compiling verses to old ballads.
...
Some of the local members are studying
illedieval cookery. T.hey are experimenting io o.r·
der to discover the exact measurements, for the
Original {feci pes are only lists of ingredients .
Medieval diet consisted largely of meats and

,

{Continued on page 9)
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Alumni Chapel

'
Wednesdays
12:00-1:00 pm
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Sponsored By:
United Ministries
Roland McGregor
Harry Johns
Campus Ministers
1801 Las Lomi'ls NE
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··:·UNM Stqckplles, Recycles Paper
By Lynda Sparber
the recycling ~on tract. .
•
The age of ec.ology introduced
U il de r the o I'd r e c y c I in g
the age of recycling and brought program,
then-contractor
about a cause which was both A I b u que r que
Waste
humanitarian and profitable. Management picked up paper
UNM's paper r~cyding system, directly from the departments .
however, will be lucky to break
"The service was so terrible,"
even, the Supervisor of General said Sadlowski. . "It wasn't ef·
Stores said.
ficient before. the paper would
Walter Sa.dlowski said the stay in hallways and not be
University's program exists picked up."
mainly "for its aesthetic value
'rhe new system began July
·and recycling of paper so it and since that time, the Center
doesn't just go to the dump."
has turned over 2600 cubic feet of
Sadiowski is working with the waste paper to be recycled. Tile .
Record Center's new program of paper weighs about 37 tons,
centralized waste gathering. The which is an estimate since some
various departments call the types of paper take up little
Center when they have a box or space but weigh more.
·Wi!lter Sadlowski
. more of waste paper to be picked
0 f t h e a mou n t of pa p e r
up. The paper is then stockpiled gathered, 60 per cent was com· ds.)
until there is a large enough put e r p a per , 2 0 per c e n t
Sunray pays $5 a ton for bond
amount to be collected by Sunray miscellaneous records, and 20 paper, $10 a ton for computer
Bindery, which currently holds per cent tab cards {computer car- paper, and $4~ a ton for tab car-

~~~~~~~~~~

ds; The money goes into
m!scellane<ius University fund
~ut, Sadlowski said, "We real!
aon t make that much from it
Groups such as Keep. Ne
Mexico Beautiful have stockpile
'<!round the state with no pape
buyers available.
saalowski said the reason com
puter paper and tab cards brin
in a higher price is that they ar
closer to virgin pulp. ·''The large
the fibers, the less virgin pulp i
needed. These kinds of paper ar
not broken down as much " h
said.
' ·
Rumors earlier this semeste
suggested that UNM had aban
doned recycling and was dum
·ping all waste paper. One ol!icia
said the rumor probably starte
when someone called the forme
contractor and was told the'
contract was discontinued.

Spea·kers Announced
.
For Lectures in SUB
'

Wilson

Pharmacy
.FlJ}l Line Pharmacy

University Prescription Service
Personal Needs
.
Greeting Cards
Kimmell Candies
Men's and Women's Cosmetics
Photo Service
.

Come in and Check us out!

Within walking distance fromcam-pus
3100 CentralSE atRichmond 255:5581
Across from the Lobo theatre

The UNM

The Student Activities·ASUNM speaker's- program continue
today with a presentation by Katherine Simmons on the "Old Ar
chiteeture of UNM."
•
Simmons, wh11 is a professor Emeritus of English at UNM, is th
second speaker in the program. Her lecture begins at noon in the SU
Theatre.
·
The program itself began two weeks ago with a lecture by politi
.science professor J.ohn Ehrenberg. About twenty students attended,
- "If you judged by the number of people who attended that prese
tation, it was a flop," said Tom Hogg, program coordinator an
assistant to the dean of students. "If you judged by the rapport tha
went on, it was a great success.''
Hogg said the major purpose of the program is to increase conta
between students and faculty.
·· "We're trying to get students and faculty to taJk to each .other ov'
side the classroom,'' he said. "We're working around the idea
developing an academic community."·
.
The coordinator said faculty speakers "were all doing it for free,
and he added that the New Mexico Union has donated use of the SU
Theatre.
Besides Simmons' lecture today, other scheduled presentations i
elude "Death and Politics in America" by" political science professo
Peter Lupsha (Oct. 6); "New Mexico Marijuana Laws" by Ia
professor Chuck Daniels; and "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Mai
tenance" by Joel Jones, assistant to the vice president of•academica
fairs {Oct. 21).
'!'here will also be presentations 'made by Ken Peterson {Oct. 28
Jean Hedberg {Nov. 4), and Effie Medford (Nov. 31).
All lectures are slated for Tuesdays at noon in the SUB Theatre.

DO YOU NEED

Stu~ent

Publications Board
is now seeking
Applications for

CASH?
Earn

$ 10

a week

donate twice weekly

Thunderbird
Editor

-

'

~

~"'~·

RESIDENCE

84·2-6'991

~.~."

By.S. V. Hincbberger
,
An· ~xperiment to illustrate the E\ffectiveness of
. recitation sessions on the Chemistry 101 classes
bas shown a five per cent grade difference in favor
of the recitation students.
·
A recitation session is a summ11rization of the
major points prese~ted in .the regular session.
Professor Guido Daub, chairman of.the
chemistry department, said that with 1200 studen·
ts in two Chemistry 101 classes, the need for·
recitation sessions "will prove invaluable to
students.''
.
.
.
The first test in the 101 classes showed that the
average of the recitation class was 64.7 per cent,
·while the class_which did not recite averaged 60.3
per cent.
Last semester Chemistry 101 had 1000 students ·
in one lecture with recitations required for all. ·
"We got 30-40 students in a session but we
couldn't k~ep it up with the faculty we had," Daub'
said.
·
This semester the department wants evidence
that the recitations are of value to get more funds
for Teachers' Assistants {TA).
The experimept this semester has the· same
teacher lecturing both classes.
"If all students who take the tests with the
recitations do much better than the others in the
class, then we will prove tliat they are beneficial,"
he said. "If they show no difference then we will
exempt some students and give more s'pecialized
help to problem students."
In addition to the recitation, the department has
put together a group of TV tapes that summarize
the lectures. The tapes will be shown at select
times in the ·chemistry department and possibly
Woodward Hall.
.

....
•• ~..:::::-=·· •..:.
UNM Mou~ '(nub witi ;eet Tue.11day, SeJ:!t.
30 <17oSO p.m. lrrnn.l29, SUB.
Interested in helping with the Wednesday
Chapel? Special music, song leading, "reading. Con·

tact Roland McGregor, United Mini!tries Center,
1801 Las Lomas NE, 247-0497,
0

Business meeting, UI!lM Spurs, 8 p.m., Wed~
nesday, Oct. 1, rm. 253, SUB. Ecology movie and
discussion on "A Matter or Time," Executive -rom·
rnitlee meeting,15 minutes prjor, same room.

Symphony of LiCe presents two 10 week classes
In basic techniques, principles and m'etbods of
meditation, every Wednesday 4 tO 6:30 p.m., Oct.
1 to Dec. 10, in Humanities rm 518, and every
Tuesday 4 to 6:30p.m., Oct. 7 to Dec. 9,1n Honors
Center rm 134_.. (Bum,). Phone 898·9120 for
registration or further info.
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_20% off .all organic
ha1r products, curling Irons
and hair dryers thru Oct. 30 withthls ad
Free Hair Analysis & Consultations

298·4811
By appointment only

1504 'C' Wyoming NE '
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••n•hav•n eent•r
(Next to tre•way)
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WendeJJ T. Hunt

Professor Guido Daub
If the recitations are needed but the funds for
theTAs do not come through t~en we will set up a
crisi~ center, said Daub. "Sixty or so students will
be assigned. to go at a certain time but we think
that half won't show,up." ·
·
"One thousand students who have problems
can't all go to one t,acher and a stJident who does
poorly in 101 will do worse in 102. A lot will depend
on our experiment in 101 in minimizing this ·
problem," he S,!J.id .

ASUNM President Alan Wilson has selected Andre West as chief
.
justice of the Student.·Court. n
West, whose appointment must still be confirmed by the student
senate, is the only court justice returning from last year.
New justices selected by Wilson include Mike Watkins, Jim
Peoples and Donna Gober. All must be confirmed by the Senate.
Watkins, a senior, -is the president of ·the statewide Student
Veterans Association and was a member of last year's ASUNM
Lobby Committee. Peoples and Gober, both juniors, are majors in
mechanical engineering and biom,edical engineering respectively.
Wilson said Friday he is undecided abo_ut who .will fill tl!e court's
four~h vacancy.

National Chicano Health Organization is ae·
ecpting applications for Work Study secretary.
For further info call 277·4731 or leave a message
at theN CHO office at Chicano SLudit!s.

Correction

New Mexico
'Vol. 79
No.2&
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
4lbuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone ( 505) 277:~\02, 277-4202
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- HAIR DESIGNERS
Experts in the latest techniques of
Hair Cutting for Men and Women

Wilson Selects Student
For Chi~f Court Justice
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Katherine SimmOns will speak on "Old Ar·
chlteeture of UNM" today at noon in the SUB
Theatre.

.• •• Dalb<

,,

'
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DONOR CENTER

DOCTOR IN

.<."p··.:.Applicants..must be UNM Students.
Applications may ·be picked up at the UNM Student
Publications Office, 'Room 31;. Marron Haif between
f~r
.appli<5a~tions
. 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 ...p.m. Deadfirre
...
. .,
•'"'"
IS Noon October 7, 1975. The Pub. Board will meet
to consider the applicant's October.. 14. ·
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I;)AIL Y LOBO

, 8 am to 5 pm
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BLOOD
.

Tuesday-Sat~rday
'
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~

The picture appearing on the
front '):)age of Monday's LOBO
was incorrectly 'identified as that
of Regent Albert Simms. The
photograph should have been
labeled Regent Austin Roberts .

PLASM
.

The. University Literary Magazine

Chemistry
·101 Recitation· Sessions
.
Catalyze
Improvements in Grades
-
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Look at a pair you've lived with for a while and you'II see two th\ngs.
The heels have worn thin.
~
The soles have become comfortably curved.
Your shoes are actually trying to become RooJs"'.
Roqts' slim heel and rocker sole are made for
the way you were born to walk, which helps
make them wildly comfortable.
k
And Roots are made in Toronto of top-grain ,..,. ___ _
Canadian leather, which helps make them
beautiful.
Listen to y~ur shoes. Have a chat with your feet.
Then-come see us and try a pair of Roots.
You'll find them (in more than a dozen styles)
only in !he Roots store.

I

~

l!

4.,

Albuquerque- 3107 Eubank Blvd. N.E. (In Scottsdale Village)- (505) 293-3377
Scottsdale-7014 5th Avenue.:_ (602) 994-8866
Tucson- Universify Blvd. and Park Ave. (At University Square)
Las Vegas- 2797 Maryland Parkway (Sunrise City Shopping Center)- (702) 732-8808
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Statistics Speak
For. Themselves
-
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m reply to George Coston's article of September 24,

·-

1975 where he expresses concern for the lack of concrete

.,;

evidence presented 'by the Mexican-American Law Students
·Association (MALSA) to show discrimination on the part of the
New Mexico Bar Examiners. It is important to- note that the
MALSA of which I am a member has never accused the Bar ·
Examiners of overt discrimination. It is not necessary· to make'
such a showing t'o -prove discrimination. ·

<I>
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I~

~w<!l

Petition For More Jazz

Agrees With .Moore

True, the .new jazz is cjrawing on
forms created by the masters at the
turn of the·century. So what? Isn't
the totality of today's music a new
and different being, with fresh
ideas in the application of modern
electronic devices, improvisation
and approach, not to mention new
concepts of cultural and spiritual
awareness that are constantly on
the move for new methods and forms of expression? And aren't
people listening?
We have grown up with Rock
and have seen it turn the corner to
merge with jazz (while jazz was
merging with classical) and grow
into a serious form that is listened
to and enjoyed by more people
than ever before in _the history of
music and the world. How carr·it be
ignored a~y longer?

Editor:
in their travels through the volumes
I appeal to all interested to sign
In response to the Bowman- of history books that they've no 1 the' petition when it comes around.
Rucker response, I must say that I doubt read, I think they should It's. our future .. Any sympathetic
agree with George Moore regarding have ventured to read between the faculty members-please lend us
the disposition of the Opinion letter lines.
your supporrand·push with us for
of Sept. 26. The team of BowmanMichael Comando this.
1
Rucker is a classic example of intellectural rhetoric and hindsight. It
became apparent to me as I read
their article that the combined efforts of these intellects do produce Editor:
Those illustrious members of the ASUNM Senate who introduced a bill
a whole thought producing entity.
condemning
UNM participation in bicentennial activities seem to have
No doubt Rucker and Bowman
take delight fn showing the LOBO what must be charitably called a slight misconception ·of the historical
readers how well versed they are in development of the New World and, in particular, the Southwest. We all
the history of human events when know, of course, that Chris Columbus brought only peace and love to the
·
they quote Shakespeare and D.H. NewWorld.
From
history,
we
also
know
that
the
early
explorers.
and settlers of what
Lawrence, but the fact remains that
is
now
South
America,
Mexico,
and
our
own
Southwest
were only inthey are not speaking for rational
beings (And if they are, I must insist terested in bringing the Word of God to the heathern. And even in our own
that I not be included in their group Santa Fe, there· is an annual fiesta celebrating an event demonstrating
of rationale) nor should they have how well the early settlers got along with the local indian population.
Yes sir, it certainly is comforting to know that someone lived here before
gone so far as to say what George
I
did
that was not guilty of "armed conquest in an imperialistic war" and
Hanover would have done had he
that
Native
Americans have never "suffered discrimination and wholesale
been alive today.
land theft" at toe hands of anyone else's co!oni;!l. efforts except those of
evil old white America.
,
Had America remained in the
When you get right<down to it, it seems very appropriate that UNM
British Empire as Bowman and representing, as does our Country, such a variety of cultural backgrounds:
Rucker tell us, the world would has been selected a Bicentennial University. I would hope that this honor
have bene free of the likes of woul~ ~pur us on to more positive efforts a11d away from the chic
Mussolini, Napolean and the three negat1V1sm so prevalent today. If the bicentennial celebration acR 's , .R u m , Reb e IIi on and complishes nothing more than this re-djrection;then it will have been worRomanism. It souflds good on th the effort.
paper, and it looks good in j:lrint but
Joseph M. Hodock
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Some of the statistics presented previously outlined the results
of the last bar exam and they tell the story. Of the 196 taking the
e:x.am, 132 (67 per cent) passed.· Of the Chicanos taking
exfim, 38, only 15 (39 per cent) passed. this means that while 61
per cent of the Chicanos failed there was an overall fail rate of
33 per cent. Most people using a li.ttle common sense can see an
inequity in such a gross statistical imbalance. Mr. Coston ap·
. parently can't. ;'In the problem of racial discrimination statistics
often tell much, and Courts listen," Alabama v. U.S. 304 F 2d
583, 586 (1962). The use of statistics is common to show
discrimination whether it is in employment discrimination, voting
rights discrimination, jury selection etc. For those who '!re being
discriminated against, it . does not 111atter .whether the
discrimination iS' overt (i.e. "I don't like Mexicans") or benign
(i.e. "some of my best friends are Spanish"). The discriJTiinatory
impact is the same. So·you see, Mr. Coston; what you consider
"debatable" statistics~ we consider evidence.

-SHE <:;AYS SHE'S BEEN CLEARED BY lHE SECREf SERVIa!'
~· :::::::;;:;a~~?.~~--oo~
LettersW«mffiwumr:~#w.~~~M&m:u-.rgw:~x;mt?:f@:~~wMrm~'%m
..
.
E\litor:
music students and tomorrow's
Upon taking an informal survey professionals, we can ··achieve
of about 20 students of the Music _some re~ults.
Dept. regarding the inclusion of
Study of the classics is a
s o m e j a z z c o u r s e s i n t h e necessary part of musical developcurriculum, I found the students in, ment. However, I feel the Music
unanimous enthusiastic conse11t. Depl.t is living in the past by inThe reaction of the small number of · sisting on a • purely classical
faculty I contacted ranged from curriculum. Such an approach
vehement opposition to mild sup- .. would be unthil)kable if applied to
port.
"
any other subject except, Latin and
Sanskrit. What ·of the music of
today? Will we be able to conunderstand that last year a tribute to the music of tomorrovv'?
In this 20th Century, classical
petition similar to the one I am
proposing failed. Maybe with m0re music has relinquished its hold as
signatures and the support of sym- the only form for serious musicians.
pathetic faculty members who are It has failed miserably.in generating
aware of the needs of today's the interests ·of musi_c listeners.
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.What they're saying about

a good value,

"The lows, .... remained strong and clean all the way down to 20 Hz with very low ·
distortion... ,_Without a doubt, the Advent is on of the smoothest and widest-range
.
.
speaker systems )Ne have had the pleasure of testing . . .
"The tone-burst· response was excellent through-out, ranking with the best we have
o
seen from any speaker. . . .
"The extreme. low-bass reproduction, which is one of the most expensive characteristics to build Into a speaker system, sets the Advent speaker apart from anything
else in its price class. In this respect It can only be compared to the best acousilcsuspension speakers selling for twice its price - or more."
STEREO REVIEW

<

Jon Bowman

Sports Editor

Arts & 'Media
. Terry England

Photo Editor

•

HOUSE

Harold Smith

Bus·iness Manager
Susan Walton

'
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The Loudspeaker - $141,
Utility Model - $122
.
.
The Smaller Loudspeaker - $92, White Advent II - $78
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"One could say that at twice the price the Advent speaker would be
but at $122 it is a bargain."

Michael O'Connor

Miguel Gandert
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Orlando R. Medjna
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News Editor

Sarah Seidman
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The Advent LoudsPeaker

Managing Editor

Features Editor

c.
c.

As for .your description of MALSA· "ranting incessantly," we
can only offer you our condolences, because· we feel we are only
exercising our first amendment rights. We will continue to exer·
cise those rights U[ltil we get a fair hearing.
·
,
Thank you,
ME~ICAN-AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

Editor-in-Chief

author and do not necessarily reflect
thO VIAWS Of ttle staff,

~

'+I

'

Editorial Board
majority .Oplrooo of the Oai1V t.obo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons. and
letters represent the opinion of ~he
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"By all the accepted standards of evaluation ... the Advents are as accurate
~eproducers of sound as any top-line system we have heard."
THE STEREOPHILE
"The shape of the curve above 6 kHz corresponds almost exactly to the calibration
curve of our microphone, which indicates that the true response of the speaker is virtually flat to well beyond 15 kHz.
"The low-frequency performance of the speak'er system is even more impressive
than its high end The flat, extended response to below the lowest audible frequencies
Is genuine, not the result of added distortion products, which can make an Inferior
speaker seem better than it really is.
ELECTRONICS WORLD
(Julian n. Hirsch)

Discount & Package. Deals on Leading Brands
Your Campus Sound Center for 26 Years!
Phone
blocks West
3011 Monte Vista NE
255·1694
ofUNM
Albuquerque, N.M., 871Q6
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)0:00
Preview: From the Middle Ages to
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10:30
TYE: Western Wynde Mass
ArgoZHG 740
VICTORIA: Magnificent, Prima Toni
Argo ARG 620 (27:15) · .
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11:00
BULL: The Duchesse of Brunswick's
Toye/Hexachord Fantasia
MORLEY: Fantasia
Telefunken SA WT 9491 A EX (12:41)
11:15
PALESTRINA: Hodie, Beata Virgo
Argo ZRG 5398 (10:00)

I r

e

11:25
GABRIEL!: Sonata XV a 12 for two instrumental choirs
Telefunken SAWT 9456 A EX (5:30)

([

11:30
MONTEVERDI: II Coinbattimento di
Tancredi e Clorinda
MHS 1724 (20:00)

<(

11:50
HERTEL: Concerto in D for Trumpet, '2
Oboes and 2 Bassoons ·
Turnabout TV 3490S (14:35)
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10:00
CLASSICAL REQUESTS FROM NOON
TOONE PM TODAY.
o

llEETHOVEN: Symphony No.2, op. 36 as·
piano trio
'iii -c ~ o» • .... t: ., .!: .• Archiv2533 (21:25)
~-5 §::~:.:! ~-!!!"5:1- ~
~ I ::E u.. -'~.'c 3: ~ E 10:25 .
1- ll) "' 0 .:.! .... .. :I: ~ Q.·- . 0 111~ en 1-"' VON WEB:ER:.Bassoon Concerto in F, op.

z

111W.,.l;:0WI-,!:• 75
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Cl 0 z :I: t:
MHS 1045
~ c.:o 0 ~ ·;: (,)01- Cl ~
!2 g> -! :I: :I: > w -ch ::::i ~ 10:35
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(7:00) · ·

· "':lE1-w E BEETHOVEN:
Egmont
Over0>·-~w
.:.! ·<.> "C 0 "' >
:I: ·-· "'
:I: ' lure (35:00) .
::E ~
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"'::E .E 1- ~ t:
11:07
~EETHOVEN: Concerto in D (piano ver-
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(21:00)

2:40
COUPERIN: La Rossignol en Amour/La
Linote Efaroueliee/ Las· Fauvettes
""o •,plainitives/ Le. Rossignoi-Vainqueur
0
"'
Argo ~G 632 (13:00)
"C
c: • '
::::1 ~» • 2·55
·
oc:.ll ·
"'·;: j BACH: TheArtoftheFugue (excerpts)
~ :0 1 Das Alte Werk BWV 1080 (30:00)
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1:00
LISZT: Concerto Pathetique in E for 2 .
pianos
Turnabout TV 34444 (18: 18)

""s"""'"'
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1:19
BRAHMS: German Requiem, op. 45
Odyssey Y-31015 (40:00)

00
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2:00
DVORAK: Cello Concerto in B
Angel36046 (42:39)
2:43
DVORAK: Quartet in F, op. 96
Phillips 802 814 LY (27:00)
3:10
BRUCKNER: Symphony No ..9 in D
Phillips 835,381 LY (60:00)
4:10
SCHUMANN: Piano Trio in G
MHS 1339 (20:00)
4:30
RAFF: Symphony No. 5 "Lenore"
Nonesuch H-71287 (57:00)

1l15
POULENC: The Work ofthe Painter
Phillips 802 765 LY (11:13)

10:22
VILLA-LOBOS: Fantasia for Soprano
sax, 3 horns & string orchestra·
DGG 2530 209 (10:00)

1:30
RIM SKY KORSAKOV:.Scheherezade
RCA ARDI 0028 (40:00)

10:32
MAW: Sinfonia
Argo ZRG 676 (33:45)

.
2:10
.RESPIG HI: The Pines of Rome
Columbia M 30829 (21:40)

11:06
DEBUSSY: Chansons Inedites
Westminster Gold 8316 (11:13)

2:28 .
DEBUSSY: Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Faun
RCA ARD1-0029 (10:00)

11:19
MAHLER: Symphony of a Thousand (No.

Sion)

RCA LSC 3152

..

8)

DGG 2707 062 • (74:39)
•
12:32
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring (4
Hand Piano arr.)
Angel36024 (32:56)

1:06'
MESSIAEN: Combat de Ia Morte et de Ia.
Vie
Argo ZRG 663 (14:35)

1:37
VARESE: Ionization

(16:28)
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2:18
BACH: Magnificat
L'Oiseau Lyre OLS 127

..:1
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1:21
VARESE: Ecuatorial
Nonesuch H 71269 (11:45)

2:00 BACH: Double Concerto in D

-:2: :::

0
0
::J:O
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11:42
MENDELSSOHN: Hebrides Overture,_
op. 26 (10:45! •

1:35
VIVALDI: Gloria
Argo ZRG 505 (22:00)
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12:05
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra Concert of September
,
WAGNER: Prelude of the Mastersingers of Nurnberg
BEETHOVEN:$ymphony No.1 inC
STRAVINSK~: Rite of Spring
Yoshimi Takeda, C.
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CLASSICAL' REQUESTS FROM NOON
TOONE
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(35:00)

•

SOMETHINC:i CLASSIC has just recently gotten a bost from three helpful souls- Fred, Rusty and David. Hopefully, due to their energy, you'll
hear more classical music- in live form and in new combi,nations. We will
continue to keep the request line 1277-48061 open from 3:30 to 5:30 for any
classical pieces you want to hear. Requests by listeners have had the
wonderful effect of audiende announcer communication ... ·. more!
m.ore! llove your suggestions, comments and rewards!
For once we've really planned ahead and are arranging a live baroque
concert for December-to celebr<jte our upcoming Crest move and the
holiday season. We plan to have all of you who dol(t stay home with your
radio join us for the concert and eggnog in the Fine Arts Center. Stay
tuned to ZOUNDS for when, where and what.
You'll see in this ZOUNDS, performers and conductors are left off the
program -let us know if this upsets you. Does it help? Should we con-·
tinue to let you know all the
specifics? Keep in touch ....
00

(5:24)

1:43
DE FALLA: Concerto for harpsichord,
flute, etc. ·
Phillips 6505 001 {10:00)
1:54
•
BARTOK: The Miraculous Mandarin
Columbia M 31368 (30:58)

·'
2:25
IVES: Symphony No.2

(46:58)

3:13
STRAUSS: Symphony for
struments '
Phillips 6500 097 (23:27)

Wind

In-

3:3'1>
CLASSICAL REQUESTS UNTIL 5:30

October 18
10:00
STRAUSS: The Emperor Waltz
DGG 2530 316 (10:55)
10:16
SAINT-SAENS: Danse Macbre
.MHS 123? (13:00.)

2:40
FAURE: Une Chatelaine.en sa Tour
MHS 1665 (8:00)
2:48
GRANADOS: Goyescas
Seraphim 60178 (50: 50)
3:36
CLASSICAL REQUESTS UNTIL 5:30

10:29
TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake
Angel SRC 4106 (127:30)
12:§.5
'
SCRIABIN: Poem of Ecstasy
DGG 2530 137 (19: 28)

October 25
10:00
BARTOK: Sonata for violin and piano No.

2

.

Turnabout TV 30944

(20:02)

If you are on om; mailing list but did
not recieve a Zounds! this month, don't
fret. Our mailing system is being
revitalized to save you time and save
us money. If you are a student here at
UNM, you can obtain Zounds! the last
Tuesday of eaeh month as a supplement to the Daily Lobo. If you miss
the Lobo that day, plenty of extra
Zounds! will be available at KUNM, in
the basement of the SUB. If you are on
our .mailing list but have moved,
PLEASE NOTIFY US RIGHT NOW!
It costs you nothing to recive Zounds!
but it costs us twice the normal
postage to have them sllnt back to us.
Thank you.
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FotWler FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson talks
about the intimidation of the news media by the
Nixon administration.
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Monday, 10/13/75: An Obsolete Foreign Policy.
(Pacifica)
Hans Morgenthau argues that U.S. foreign policy
for Western Europe in the 1940's-50's will not work
for the third world of the 1970's.
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Public Affairs

KUNM covers a wide variety of topics. The
r::l show could best be described us a magazine for
0
ears, featuring interviews, politics, the arts,
"'1].)~ your
and other programs dealing with our cultures and
~ present world affairs.
Public Affairs is presented Monday through
~
1].)
Thursday, at 7 p.m. Tune in KUNM for Public Afz fairs; hear the music of the human voice.
oO
1].)
~ Wednesday, 10/1/75: Nixon, A Political Obituary.
11< (Pacifica)
•
l''xploring the political history of our 37th
president.
OM

'l'hursday, 10/2/75: How the Watergate Break-in
Broke. (Pacifica)
An interview with Washington Post reporter Bob
Woodward, who details the hows and whys of this
crucial news story.

•

Monday, 10/6/75: Women in China. (Pacifica)
Historian Linda Gordon and teacher Jean Tep·
perman describe their 1972 trip to China to study
the social roles of women.
Tuesday, 10!7/75: KUNM News Covers City Elections.
Albuquerque elects some new officials. REMEMBERTOVOTEI
Wednesday, 10/8/75: TV News: The Happiness
'Boys. (Pacifica)
'
This shows the new ways in which television
packages its news and sells it to the public.
Thursday, 10/9/75: Some Preliminary Parting
Shots. (Padfka)

Tuesday, 10/14/75: Arts Interview. (KUNM)
Mike Kroth interviews a local personality in the ar·
ts.
Wednesday, 10/15/75: Conformity and Mass
Culture. (Pacifica)
This show examines the role of culture in ·U.S.
society. and assesses the cultural effect on the
masses by radio, TV, and movies.
Thursday, 10/16/75: The Writer in Mass Culture.
(Pacifica)
Mark Harris compares U.S. literature to D'etroit
automobiles--where quality and quantity have
bem1 confused.

~·

,' .-.

ByS.V.Hinchherger
After nine months of reading
!40,000 pages of history compiled
By Sharon Irish
in a loose association of over. 13'5
It seems to me that there are some things that need to be stated
scattered acrosS' UNM
now and then, once a month, once a year, whatever, .... Non. cellars, James Defibaugh, doccommercial radio is a beast that by its nature can 'afford economically
candid.ate in history, said
to appeal to smaller gro_ups of people with non-majority interests. Not
first complete history of
to mention that the Great Federal Communications -Commission in the
as an institutinn will be
Sky created non-commercial licenses for that reason, among others. · i
~ithin one year.
So that's one of the things that KUNM tries to do--that is why we have
In July 1974, Defibaugh began
two jazz specialty shows, an all blues show, a folk show, a classical
doctoral wor~ · under the
show, a soul show, a Latino show ....The idea is not to sound the same
of Chauman Gerald
all the time--the plan is to communicate to you, the listener, what it is
we do when, so that you can pick and choose from our programming.
"I was very lucky that so much
See? We try to program music that we think you won't hear m~~~~~:,:~was saved. John Durrie,
elsewhere--to turn you on, to inform you, to entertain you. 'Course "
of the University,
that means that not everybody is happy all the time--but that's a
a lol of the material
drawback of avoiding lowest-common-denominator music.
oecau•e he hoped to write this. I
During the day, we try and provide a setting for your activities-he thought it would take
mixing up all kinds of music, some familiar and some not so much so,
much time so when I talked to

Wednesday,10/22/75: Dinner with the John Birch
Society. (Pacifica)
The after-dinner spfaker is Governor George
Wallace of Alabama.
Thursday, 10/23/75: liero or Villain: He Did His
Damndest. (Pacifica)
Barton Bernstein talks about the presidency of
Harry S. Truman, based upon his memoirs.

PEPINO'S

startedtheproject,"hesaid. .
Defibaugh's office is squeezed
with 45 filing drawers which constitute only one-third of the
material· he, has had to sort
organize and read
·
'
When the pape~ is done it will
cover UNM from ·'1893 to .1975
with material from the files and
interviews with faculty members.
"I'm going to have to limit this
to about 600 pages. So far I have
80 pages written out but I don't
have to read quite as much
material now," said Defibaugh.
"No one bothers me or pushes
me to get done 'With my work. In
fact, I don't think !llan:~< people
really know I'm here. :rhe only
or•Clfessc>r I see regularly is Dr.

~~~i;m;;,h;e;;;~;;;I;c;o;n;ld;;d;o;it;a;n;d;I;;;;;;;;;;h;e;;sa;i;d;.;·iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..
..

Monday,10/20/75: Corporate Regulation.
(Pacifica)
Simon Lazarus, former assistant to Federal Communications Commissioner, discusses the control
of federal regulatory agencies by the industries
they supposedly regulate.
Tuesday, 10/21/75: Educational Needs of
Chicanos. (Pacifica)
Associate Professor of Elementary Education at
San Jose State College, Y. Arturo Cabrera, speaks
on the present educational status of MexicanAmericans.

-----~
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··\ .:, . . . . Grad Stud·ent Sk·ulks in Cel-lars
Your RadJo Is No~ .. To Comp!le History of (JniVersity
A Disembodied VOICe
:
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THE BIKE SHOP
PRO SHOP
Light Weight 10 Speed
punctuated by morning, afternoon and evening news and public a[··
fairs. Speaking of public affairs, that's one more area in which we con·
centrate in depth. We have a large news staff which puts emphasis on
campus and local issues. Public affairs comes from a number of sour·
ces--Pacifica (a public affairs foundation out of California), our own
staff productions, speakers who come to campus and some free-lam~e
numbers. In order to help us schedule programs of interest to you.
relevant to your problems, we need to know how you feel about
various topics and their on-the-air treatment. Since the hours in each
day are not infinite, editing inevitably occurs. Call us, let us know
what you'd like to see included or excluded from our programming.
We don't guarantee results, but if you listen to us, we'll certainly
listen to you.

ON CENT

Mizutani Racer

$95.99
,Fully Assembled
and Warranteed

BIKING IS FUN

"

THE· BIKE SHOP
605 Yale S.E.

•

·ee
0

ePARTS
eACCESSORIES
eREPAIRS

842-9100

JEANS

CORDUROY
BELLS
British tan,
Tan. Navy,
Sand, Grey,
Brown, Green,
Burgundy, Black

ooze!
(Watch LOBO for further deta11s!J
4310 Central S.E.

lobo
men's
sho.p
2120 Central SE

243 ..6954

---- -

~----

. ~ ~.'
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Along with all the typical
bureancr'atic material . on what
makes. a university, Defibaugh
has discovered a flavor that is
"UNM's alone,"
"This wasn't really much of a
colle~e until we became a state
and 1t wasn't until Zimmerman
came to UNM that we really starte? to grow as a university," he
said.
"Our catalog advertised that
New Mexico was a health haven
and many of the old faculty members that were here in the twenties came out here because they
had TB," Defibaugh said.
Defibaugh said he sometimes
gets up and does not want
anything to do with his work. He
then takes
up of
histhecamera
shoots
pictures
campus.and
or
takes his tape recorder and interviews one of the old faculty.
Defibaugh said, "Even my
distractions are related to the
paper." But he said, "I did find a
little time to go fishing."

~··

'

~·
¥

,•."...::.. ~.:. When Marian rna i d
!he fighters are dressed in chain-mail or in a full
smt of armor and carry shields for protection. Any
medieval weapon which is dulled beyond danger
may be used.
When one is touched with the tip of a sword in
battle, he_loses use ofthat part of his body. If that
part of h1s body happens to be his heart or his
head, he ,:'loses" his life.
. No rigid rules of modern times are enforced. The
fighters are guided by a stricter adherence to the
Knight's Code of Honor: chivalry.
1'beir broadswords are made of rattan wood
because it usually brea'ks clean and will not accidentally draw blood. "We are trying to preserve
the. martJal arts without killing anybody," explamed Srr Raymond. For this re.ason, jousting is
not permitted because it is "too dangerous for the
horses."
There are always two marshalls present to
prevent any possible harm. Of course there have
been some minor injuries, but they are usually due
to inadequate protection.
Wars are held between Kingdoms. They are
usually fought for a title, such as a bridge or castle,
and are ostentatious affairs.
Wars are preceded by Grand Processionals in
which everyone is given a chance to show off his
costume. All contenders are annoul'fced and a wards are given at this time.
The last War was between the Middle and East
Kingdoms and involved about 700 people. A War
obviously requires a large field and are usually
held on farms.

R';;"bT~

Grovels are simply local battles fought monthly
for the development of the fighting ability 9f the
men. 1'hey are a means for a man to work toward
his knighthood.
A knight, however, must be proficient in the arts a§_. well as in fighting. He must prove his skill' in
singing, chivalry, story-telling and other .fields to
the other knights before they will admit him into
knighthood. Such !Ill accomplishment tak~s an
average of two years to acquire.
,
The day before his knighting, the knight-to-be
customarily maintains a 24-hour vigil. He remains
awake t~roughout the night in the mountains, contemplatmg the·honor of his new title.
Each knight must create his own coat of arms
which he will bear on his banner and shield. A coat
of arms is heavily symbolic and a knight will often
engage ·m much researc h before creating his own.
Lesser awards can also be earned. Women may
ear? the rig~t to wear the "laurel" by some
achievement m the arts. For taking care of the
mundane details such as making arrangements an~
producing a newsletter, one may earn the pelican •
Fo~ this he receives a medal with a picture of a
pelican stabbing himself with his own beak.
Everyone begins as a lord or lady.

r-.;-~:..
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FREE LECTURE
~
*
~
Katherine Simons
i

·
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~· 12 noon to 1 pm ~ Sept 30, Tues. ~
~
:
~
SUB Theatre
:
Women's Week Special
Sponsored by AS.U.N.M.
·
And Student Activities

Laba

'

cra..ifl•da

~ aa tlur Trick

:Queen Christina~

~
~

. ~ ~
~

!

~-'""'""

~~***************i
*~ Pro.fE meritus of English **
: ~ Free Films !*
a
~ *
Today
~
*
Old Architecture of UNM
~ ~ Women's Week ~
~
~ ~
Special
!

:

** ::*
~ ::

Starring

Greta Garbo

~
~

Showings at 9,10:45,2:30
In the SUB Theatre

*~

Sponsored by ASUNM &
Student Activities

*'

~

~

'~<**********************************~ ~****************'1
'
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i.

~

*t
t .
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The Albuquerque group is named ai-Barran,
whieh, in Moorish, means scorpion. It was formed
two-and-a-half years ago by six people, five of
whom were fighters. Now there are 60 members
who are involved in everything from song-writing
to calligraphy.
'
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Lord of the Flies

Turno.bowt

~...

When I stood by the door
letting the flies in
Because I knew
That you couldn't stand flie~.
I saw it was all up with us.

Untitled

It was such a large rootn,
There were so many faces,
~
(\)
The professor seemed dull
00
And unduly loquacious.
0 He stood at the board
So .far from my seat,
~
To
hear what he said
~
•M
('$
Was a difficult feat.

..

.g

I •

A

0
.~
M

Tl1e notes that I scribbled
In haste on my paper
Q)
',:i;:l l managed to file in my
~
Notebook till later;
Q)
z• And then when I went
To recheck what was said,
0
.....
1gasped at how littl~
(!)
[?f Had entered my head.

melancholy memories
drift by beyond control
present thoughts
effervesant
disconnected happenings
body out at balance
yet in tune
with yours while
cosmic energy
melts together
our two heads
clearly confusion
steers me out

P.

The Stoly Of

want

i
to be
where i found you.
before and again
,in '!'Our ar.ms

p..

There were so many readings
And papers to write;
It all seemed so heavy
Graphic by Jenny Reed

William Randolph Hears\
7:00 & 9:0b pm

michelle waugh

SILVER SCREEN
881·8982
5600 Mcleoi St.
rr.~,,rlh

on Son

Soul I'd" Never Know

In late hours of night.
I thought I might drop
And be free of the task;
I felt that my interest
Could
. surely not last.
And then something happened
That quite changed my mind
When I turned irotn these
thoughts
That had had me confined.
I glanced to my side
And opened my eyes
To see someone else there
Without a disguise.
I said a few words
And hoped all the while
That upon that blank face
I could draw forth a smile.

l

As 1was walking through, I met a soul I'd never knew
A soul who reminded me of peppermint
This soul, who was neither male nor female, spoke to me first and
said,
"Why have you done what you have done 7"
'
And 1replied that I did what I did out of ignorance and innocence.
And this soul, who was neither flesh nor spirit, said,
"You hypocritic liar. You put me on with your airs."
And 1nodded my head and then pulled out my .38 caliber revolver
and shot and then slept.
Sam Ptoris

MATH/SCIENCE
MAJORS
MATHEMATJCS
BIOLOBY
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

JOB OPPORTUNITIES AFTERGRADUATION

PEACE CORPS

INTERVIEWING FOR 1976 OPENINGS
Monday · Friday
October 6 · 10
SIGN UP NOW· MESA VISTA HAll2130

Air Force ROTC...The college
scholarship program with
sky-high benefits.

w~en

no one seems

to understand
dead sound waves from
the other room

Some people might need to be coaxed with m~re than~ ~uil college s~ho!arship
to enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, 1f free twtlon, iab and InCidental
fees aren't enough •.. the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if you are not on scholarship.
And flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all.
!nterested?

Contact University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131.
Telephone: 277-4502.

PUT IT AlL TOGETHER IN AiR FORCE ROTC
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Women'lil Week
Special

*! :,~.g

fr~ Fiimo_ Ton~orww
Wednebday, Vet 1
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Pat & Mike
.

*.-eatunng · Kathrine Hepburn* ;Ei
& Spencer Tracy
~
~ Showings at 10, 12 am, 1:30 ~
~
In the SUB Theatre
9

*
:
*

~

*

g..

*
!* .* ;:

Sponsored by Student
Activities & the
Women's Center

*::
*

***********1!:****-Jt.

Paso.
The Lobos also competed
against New Mexico State,
defeating it 15-45.
·
Faustino Salazar and Mark
Bjorklund, victims of the flu last

week, didn't make the trip to
Paso.
UNM Coach Hugh Hackett
said, "The fact that we ran on a
flat rather than a hilly course like
the one we are used to might
have affected the performance of
-.SportsOpinion~~~ the
team." Hackett said UTEP
bad all the advantages going in
their favor making it tough for
the team. The Miners had eleven
1:r:
~ runners in the race as a result of
~f.
the new NCAA rule which states
ByJo lopez that
the home team can enter up
to eleven men in the race limiting
Yes, the new NCAA rules do make things equal, and that is good
the visitors to seven. NMSU had
for an egalitarian society. But there are some rules that are unfair seven men in the race also.

"NCAA Rules Unfair J
U

out fol' a home football game. What's the big deal? The NCAA's new
rulings were drawn up mainly to alleviate economic burdens. What
does it cost to iet 20 or :30' more athletes dress ilf't1re-unifornrilf
sport they practice almost every day of'the week for two or three
grueling hours? All the athletes out for the sport go through the same
exercises.
lsn't it unfair to not allow all of them to dress out? At least they can
pro\•nde moral support on the sidelines to their teammates on the
field. Who knows, they may have their opportunity to play in the
game, if not this one, maybe the next. What's the use of going out for
the spOl"t if you can't participate.
Being unfair to a sport can be just as bad as unfair treatment to thP
athle>te. An examp'ie of this is the new NCAA rulings which allow tennis recruiters only five seholarships for teams which normally have
six rr:en. Almost all the other sports are allowed at least the number of
scholarships for a full team, some even for two or three teams.
\V1::y noi t1mnis? Is it a common thought that all tennis players arP
the ofispring of some wealthy high-class social-club family? Well, tennis is proving to be a sport for everyone. And it is a costly sport. Ever
notic~ how many racquets ancl balls are used in a professional tennis
mateb'!

!DailyJ.obo

Sports
UTEP captured the first three
places in the meet followea by
Lobos Lionel Ortega and Matthew Segura. Hackett said the
Ll'bos led for the first two or
three miles but fell off the pace at
the five mile mark.
"I was pleased with the team's
D!'riormance," Hackett said,
:.considering who we were running against. ThE' times were
good for this being a s!::-mile race
as both teams ran under the five
minute p!'r mile mark. usually
when we run five miies, the time
is over five mi.11utes per mile.'"
Hackett said he fel: ~TEP
would be the hardest opponent
they would run against this year
because of their personneL Commenting about the race, Lobo
runner Matthew Segura said,
"We ate Kenyan dust Saturday."
The Lobo's record stands at 3-1
following the loss to UTEP ancl
the win over NMSt:.

Call now !or a free hair analysis,
consultation, and sketch of what
your hair willi look fike.

It's a Lol-la-Pa-Loo·Za (Unisex) Hair Design
JJ23<::a~tra1 NE
moor~r-£
812-8565
293-292"J
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i love, i hate, its getting late, ...

michelle waugh

By Peter Madrid
kunning with only five men,
the Lobo cross-country team fell
prey to defending .WAC cha~ps
UTE? by a score of 19-40 m a
triangular meet Saturday in El

T!:e individual athlete needs support if his talent and economic
background warrants it. Some of the new NCAA rulings may save
n;one;r. but may cost the loss of some very talented or at least potenliall?· ta~t>ntecl athletes who have not had any opportunity.
Tne NCAA rules provide equality. but must equlllity be had at the
expe~se of fairness to the athletes? The athlete as a person must not
be fo!'gotten just because of a concern to balance the budget books.
Afte!' aH, the athlete is what sports are all about.
.'

arrival to that place in time

Pasoans Swamp.Runners, 19-40

r ====================~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~td~~ili~e~~.=~~~~~~=~~~~~
Take for instance, the requirement that only 60 players can dress

Amidst that great crowd
I decided to stay;
The coursework got lighter
With each passing day.
Just how much I learned
Won't be known till the end,
But the task turned to joy
When i found a new friend.
Sharon A. Allen

Untitled

The intramural 'flag football season is well on its way. Here the Vets (dark/ defend their
territory against a ROTC team. Vet Harry Chapman, no. 4, does some pushing in the
beck field
for the ball

.By Mareie Milligan
UNM Boxing Club coa~h Jut
Turrietta ~>aid h~ is looldnl!, f•)r
new members.
·
Turrietta, coach and amateur
fighter for 22 yeaPs, said boxirw
is beneficial to man because it
builds self-confidence and is the
best sport for keeping in shapte
bec.ause it demands more of tht•
person. Turietta said he. would
like to schedule fights in Carlisle
Gym, but the club needs additional funds for a ring in which
to fight.
The sport requires many hours
of workouts, exercises, aerobics,
and running. Turrietta said
workout times are in Carlisle
Gym, Monday ~nd Wednesday, 8
to 9 p.m., and Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday 6 to7:30 p.m.

25%0FF
UNM Semester Bus Passes

~

Now Only $21.00
Monthly Bus Pass - $8.00

Semester Pass

Offer OnJy Available Wednesday, October 1, 1975
Sold at the Student Union Information Center
FREE Bus Schedule~ andl Rpute Maps
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Attitude Adjustment Haul'"
Men..- Tues.oWed.~ Thur.
4:3DmS:DD
1720 Cctntral SE
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4. FORRENT
ROoMMATE (OR COUPLE) wnnted

ror 3·~
house. Serious student: noiNJmoker. $67 or $10?
Uor couple), 842-0394. 1400 Wllmooro SE.
10/3

,..

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

..0

Rates: 15 cent~ per word per day, one dollar

pr~ferred $87/mo. 262-0535,

minhnum, Adverti!lemcnts run five or more
c:onseeutlve dayfl with no ...:!lange", nln~ cen·
tM per word per day, (no refunds if canc4llled

RQOMMA'l;E-"WAN"TE-D-;-Doautiful house,
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before
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RooM IN

Cl~Jaslflcd

live lnAorllons),

ad·

vortiHemcnh muat bo paid In advance.

o·

Marrnn Hall room 131 or by mall tol

0

Classllled

,..:<

Advcrtlalng,

Albt1querq11e,N.M.

Do)(

UNM

20,

87131.
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apartment. Femal(l
..
• ~~

Corrnle~, male grncfu~tte student pre!crred $130.
~65-6821.
10/1

SMALIJ-A~PAfi•rMK~iT"~hc;;ar Ccntr<~
$110 month, Electricity paid, cttll243·1026.

..0

-

1-IO"USi!Jllke

ROOMMATE"
per moni~
Large hoiJsc, fireJilace, two blocks from UNM.
Plenty or privacy, Share wlt.b one other person
242-1663.
0/30

WANTiill>$107.5"0

IiOARDER AN1

PERSONALS

1.

PJiE-Gf·iANT-:G~D- NEEDliELP? You have
friend.~ who care at Birthright 247·9819.

A-~~rfTr.F. !J~f'il;toni~g-~~n

tfn

go ~-~;.;g-;;y:

AGORA 277-3Q13.

10/3'

M-ARY.I-;~+It~d·r~~-h~~at Ca·r·~~ro'!l Pizza but
you never showed up. All I wjmted to do was buy
9/30
you lun~h amrtalk things over. Nick~ _
G-RA·n· trrl.lilENT·S-;;;k;-~; -·in vegetarian
houee. Terry 242 6701i,
10/6

1ED to share lovely Corrales
W
adobe. Call for details after 5:00PM. 898-3188.
9/30

5. FORSALE
'fliCYCLES~-;;st l•riee;~nd lnrgest s~i~of
the finest European makes. R.C. Hallett's World
Champion Blcyc)e:!l, 2122 Coal PI NE. 843-9378.
Open til9 p.m.
HEWI.ETT:;:P';-A::;CK;;-A;-:R;;;D MODEL HP-46 col<ulalor
brand new, $165,292-1563.
10/3

re·b~i)t-;ngine, r;·dials, AC, PD. horst

ANiioNeLY WOii~~N;utther~?-XU;rneY,""SO:

68GTo,

st>eks girlfriend who is childless nonsmoker living
alone, With tt~lephono, car, under 28. Brian. PO
Box 14SS8, 87111.
NHil<:,--i·r y·~u--~~~lly 1~;;·;~·.-Y~~·il bring.ihe Alka

20 PORTABLE TV'o $30·160.
255-5987.

~--~-~3~

9oltzer, Mnry.

GI~ORiA.':~e-~cmln~~Mih~·daY~~~f~nrefree sport in

the !ields? Call HGS, 277-2626.

- ... - -· ·-··

2.

.....

- -- ···--

9/30

.·

LOST & FOUND ___ ·---

FOt.fN-D t.ADI~;s SCA nfo ;;;;:Marron Hall. Iden

tify & t'lnim Marron 131.
9/30
$100
·,~;··r~t~;~ --of ··bl~rk-an~d -brow~
fcmaiE' GE'rman Shrpard, lost last wt."ek. No
9/30
questions askl"d. 268-6855.

aEWARn

>'OttND: HEISIIl--ciiini:ER.- Sept 26. M;t<h•ll
Hall. Cl\11.292·0180 evt'nings.
10/6 .~

3. SERVICES
--

-----

--

-

..

LAW SCHOOl, ADMISSION Test O<t. 11.
T'rf'pnrC' now, t"llll Pro!('ss!onal Edurators of N£'w
M~xirolnr. '255-1904.
BI~l,l.Y

1967.

.

-

OANCm Clnssrs, the nlut> Hnrc('m 255-·
10-a

Ql' AL'ITY El', T()RlAI. rewriting

1'1('1"\ j('f'~,

manuscripts, diss(>rtntions, Ann Hutton 345·5242.
10.-<3

~MAi~i~- CARS REPAJRJ.m.

sffi-all shop, ~m:~U
pri('(IS, Datsun, Fint. Toyotn, Voh-•o, ?into, Carri.
Etc. 205 f;tnnford, All('y, (-,an Phil255-a1RO. 10 'fi
PROFl-~foi~IONAI.

TYPif:;T. IBM 'll:'ll'rtr1r
Guamntt't'd a\'Curucy with rl'o8~nublt> rnki. ~~gp,
11U.
101&

AWrO 'i\iNl'NG- i\nd Re-pair, r~a~-n~b\1;!, 1211
Copper NR. l"('Eit WC'.~t.
__ ~ _
1012.
FA MOPS QFIVIRA nOOK SHOP and Photograph
Gallery is on~ hniT block from Johnson Gym on
Corn£'11. Spt'~ial ord('r St'rvkt'_. ____ .. _ ~ ·- -------~PHOTOGRAPHY E:STHt'SlAST, students!
Custom blnrk-nnd white proct'sslng prihtihg.
F'inf.'-grnln or push pr0t'e5sing o£ rilm. Contact
shet."l' orrust~>m proofs. High quality enlarg('m£'n
ts. mounting, l.'tt". Advice. i£ ask('d. Call 265·2444
or ('om(> to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

-

·-- ..

~

-~

-.

~

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. t.owest
prir{'s in town. 1-'nst, plt'asing. N('ar llNM. Call
:::65-2444 oi"Com(' to 1717 Girnrd Blvd N .E.
~

---

-

10/2

--~

--~--

WEDDING INVITATIONS & Phologrophy,
("rC'ati"'" ~HVi<'t'~ Ltd. 299-7930.
10/'14
----~----

Y.~t.F.('TRONIC

REPAIRS. TV. st('rco!'l. radios.
Th<> Gtdtar :::hop. 26S-2338.
10 .r2

COLOR ANn n. w snlt'9 and S('rvlcc. Frre
estimnte. Aftt'r 6, 266-6994.
10 '3
I

sh;(l<r. $1000, 298-2015.

10/3

44i-Wyomi~gNE.
10/23

NEccHi-ZiGZA"G:~~~~ut. model. Buttonholes, embroiders, monograms, $40 or 10
payments of $4.256-3505.
_ 10/9

QuAD RECORDER- ;i'th AM·•·M eig-ht t~~~k and
all the goodies, $9,55 month, 262-0637.

NEW MEXICO'S .BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-sj:leed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Hnus Cyclery, 103l
San Maeeo SE. 256-9190.
•
t!n
71 YAMAHA 360Enduro.$450. 296-2616.

General Store

10/1

111 Harvard SE
Denim Overalls

UANO GLIDER: Seagull III, fair condition, $250.
10/3
265·1448 after 5:00,
75 YAMAHA 400 Enduro, New, still on Wllft'P.nly .
Outstanding MPG, street legal. $1050, firm. Tory
877-4386 evenings,
10/1
DELTA MARK 10D CD E~tronic ignition,
$39.95. 208·5490. ElcctrO!lic Ignition Sales. _1017

JODS ON SHIPS\ American, Foreign, No ex·
perience required. Excellent pay, Worldwide
travel. Summer job or <:areer. Send $3.00 for in·
formati<m. SEAFAX. Dept 0·10, Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.
10/3
PART TIME JOB graduate students only, A£.
tcrnoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday "
& Saturday nights, Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE.
10/23

-I"!!
Southwestern Lire lWI

MISCELLANEOUS

Happiness is what we sell

5·STRING BANJO LESSONS. Traditional styles,
bcginnipg, advanced, 886-1877,
10/~

120 Vassar Dr., SE I 255-1613

FREE KITTENS; two striped, three all blnck
llwo with cute short tails] ca11298-2530,
10/3

t-97a.li-0-NoA ·cL.. 3:so---:- rai~in-g~--~;;;shb~~ -~~d~
~

AI.\TMINUM

CAMERA
CASE.
l2x1Bx14. N('w condition, $45.-34.4·3752.
.

-

-. -- . ...

.- ... -.

- -

JEANS

~~-~--

Approx

1016
-----~--

1974 HONDA Xl·350.Exeellcnt ('ondition/('Xtras.
~70() mi. $7!i0 243·5003 artE'r Spm.
9/30
AMERH'·\N 1!>T~Ri-U,THiNAL- y.,;lh---H~;I~i
pn~s ~oldTnntNhorr Chapel, 425 University N~.
9•30

Wednesday, October 1, 1S75

.....
·LO - 0
,

.

Forme_r:U ... Law Dean Fights Bill

Joe
Baca
has plans ~or
your happiness.

EMPLOYMENT

Hp-21 ~/RBCiiA"NGER-~instruetion book, cast>, 6,
mo. warranty. $100.344--3752.
10/6

------

DA.ILV
•

10/9

die bags, rack. All includf!d, $825. Firm. Phone 883·
9183.
10/6
----. -- . -.
oi~YMrUs o"Mllike new. 35mm & 135mm Olympus lens. Nikon !o'TN body. 105mm & 200mm
Nikor lens. Ciba('hO}j-le drveloping tank, 8x10 &
1lxl4 tubt>s, We buy & trad(1 photo items,
darkroom equipment, Gunrunner. 3107 Centrnl
NJ,;.
10/1

Ne\N Mexi~Q

Proposed Code Called 'Disaster,

SILVER SUNBEAM ANTIQUES. New shipment
from east. Clothes, quilts, art deco, much
miscellaneous, 3409 Central NE.,
10/1

8.

---e;·

Southwest's Finest Head Shop

FRIGIDAIRE DELUXE Washer & dryer, lik~
new, $225,265·6821.
10/1

6.

.

To
Fantastic
Convent Girls of Santa Ana:
Linda, Chris, Blaine, Chris, Lori
"'''h~' have you all been up to lately?
"Now ... tell the truth"
Would you all like to go
up on the tram on 10/5?

CORDUROY
BELLS
British tan,
Tan, Navy,
·,
Sand, Grey,
Brown, Green,
Burgundy, Black

The S55 Haircut

Who would go to a barber who charges $55 for a haircut? Paul
Newman, Peter Lawford, Richard Benjamin, Paul Anka, Lee Marvin,
Michael Sarra~in and Richard Jaeckel!, are just some of the notables
and celebrities who have thier hair cut by Jim Markham.
And now you, too, can get your hair cut with the Markham Style
Innovator Method for $10 or less (a lot less than $55). The Markham
Style Innovator Shops listed below offer you styling expertise and
methods developed by Jim Markham. In addition 'they're exclusive
sources of the much-wanted Markham Style Innovator Grooming
Products. Indulge yourself.

lobo

men's
shop

"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls"

Markham International

secrets, wiretapping, possession
By Jon Bowml!ll
A ,former UNM Law School of manJuana, public demondean said yesterday that Senate strations, prostitution, obBill One, a 753 page revision of scenity, and- sedition. Sponsored
the nation's Criminal Code,
by eleven ·senators (John Mc·
"looks like a Sears Catalo-gue but Clellan, Mike 'Mansfield, Birch
is an unparalleled disaster for the Bayh, Roman Hruska -and Hugh
system of individual rights in the Scott, prominent among them), it
United States."
.
'
is a compilation.ofearlier reports
Contacted yesterday, Vern to Congress, including one made
Countryman, who is now a by Nixon's ex-Attorney General,
John MitchelL Co.untryman
professot of law at Harvard, said,
''The major problem with the bill . predicted it-would come before
is that is represents the law and the full senate in about a month.
-.. It is my opinion' that Senate
order philosophy of Richard
Nixon.
Bill One is unamendable and that
"Its main thrust is to protect the whole thi~g should be
the government against its junked," Countryman said. "My
citizenry," he said, "It appears guess, though, is that Congress
the senators who are sponsoring will pass a few amendments
it want the people to keep quiet taking out the more repressive
so they don't find out what their sections of the bill and then
government is doing."
they'll get up and pass the whole
Countryman, who was dean of damn thing."
the Law School from 1959 to
·He said the ACL U has recom1964, is one of the nation's mended 2600 amendments to the
leading opponents to the bilL bill, and that "Congress never
Another opponent, Frank passes 2600 amendments to
Wilkinson, will be at UNM this anything," ·
Countryman is especially opThursday, to speak against it. His
speech is scheduled for llw.m. on posed to the section on govern·
the Mall and is sponsored by New ment secrets, a section which·has
Mexico PffiG and the American come to be known as the "Official
Secrets Act." The section calls
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
The bill itself covers several for a minim urn of a three year jail
topics,
among
them, fine and $100,000 fine and up to
dissemination of government the death penalty for individuals
'

2120 Central S.E.

Hair Design Centre
255·0166
7804 Central SE

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the tonowing classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Losl & Found; 3. Services;~4. For Rent; ;;
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

.

Marron Hall, Reom 132

'-

Placed by _ _ _ _ _.Telephone=-~---~
l

(Continued on page 2)

All manner of strangely dressed people came o.ut of the
woodwork Sunday for the LaBelle concert. More pictures and review on p. 6.

Students Put $45 Million into City
'
million spent, with rent or mor- savings accounts.
The
total
student
average
tgages being the largest total exgross
income
was
$4688,
with
penditure at "$13.1! million.
$9784
the
average
-for
married
Grocery bills added up to
about $8.7 million, w'hile meals students. (20.7 per cent of UNM
away from home adljed up to students are married.} Seventyone per cent of married students
about $3.6 million.
Entertainment expenditures reported working spouses.
Bell said the total average may
amounted to about $5.7 million.
Automobile payments totaled seem a little high, "but you must
$2.9 million, and gas and oil came remember part-time students
earn more than full-time studento $3.9 million.
.
More than 50 per cent of the ts. We had several in our survey
students surveyed said they shop who earned more than $20,000.
for necessities in the Northeast And in a sample as small as ours,
heights, and 24.9 per cent shop this pushes the average up."
Thesurveyshowedthe
within a one-and-a-half mile
average part-time income to be
radius of the campus.
Student bank accounts were $6992.
Yet, about 70 per cent of the
estimated at $16.5 million, with
average balances of $258. in students had family income}
check:mg accounts, and $1463 in below the state's $4137 percapita average for 1974. Married
students' family incomes were
about $3000 per-capita, and
almost 40 per cent of all students'
families earned less than $2000
per-capita.
By Charles McElwee
The institutional impact of
Ferrel Heady's last day in the familiar old office at Scholes Hall was UNM amounted to $88.7 million
a happy occasion.
.
in salaries and· operating ex'
At a punch and cookies send-off yesterday arranged by friends and penses.
Salaries accounted- for $46.2
co-workers, a steady trickle of those who had served under him filtered in and out of the room as a bubbling Hell.dY laughed, traded jokes million. The impact is particularly substantial, the article
. ,
and accept!)d their farewells and good wishe~.
One made the observation that the outgomg pres1dent looked pret- said, assuming all employees are
ty good.
local residents who spend most of
"I ought to," replied Heady with a big smile, ''I'm feeling great."
their income in the city.
The new president, Doctor William Davis, officially takes the helm
Operating expenses totaled
today.
$40.2 million in 1974. While some
Heady is not going to vanish immediately. He said he plans to stay of this went to out-of-town
near campus until the end of this month, in order to be available z:ecipients, more than 75 per cent
should Davis need to ask him any questions about the job.
was spent locally.
Then, Heady said, "We plan to go to Davis, California around the
Since a number of items were
28th of October,"'
· ·
not included in the survey, Bell
He said he will stay there until Christmas, spending the time doing said the findings are really a.con·
research at a branch of the Univer-sity of California.
servative
estimate.
But
"We may go to Mexico City sometime atter the first of the year. nonetheless, he said, the Univer·
'l'hat's the best place to get information about public admtration in sity's . stimulation
of
Latin American countries. Then maybe we'll go to the University of Albuquerque's economy demonMichigan in Ann Arbor sometime in the spring," he said.
strates the significance of UNM
Heady is scheduled to return to UNM next fall and teach a course in within tb11 economy.
comparative public administration.
By Judy Herrera
UNM's economic impact on the
Albuquerque econo:>m_y, was
estimated to be at least $156
million during 1974.
In a two-part series appearing
in the April and August issues of
"New Mexico Business," a
Bureau of Business and Economic
Research publication, Peter Bell
and James McCormick divided
UNM's impact into two
categories, student body and institutionaL
The student body impact was
estimated over a nine month
period during which 959 students
out of a fall 1974 enrollment of
19,488 were surveyed.
The survey results estimate
that the University's 14,537 fulltime students accounted for $45

Friends & Staff Bid
Good-Bye to Heady

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge.
'Terms Cash in advance

Enclosed$--~

who fail'to keep secret "national
defense information."
In addition, it imposes a
minimum fine of seven .years in
jail for individuals who communicate classified defense information t·o groups "not
authorized t"o receive it," It also
calls for a seven year term for a
person who receives such information and "fails. to deliver it
promptly" to a federal agent.
If the bill ]tad been in effect
during the Pentagon Papers incident, Daniel Ellsberg would
have received at least a seven
year jail term as would have the
editors and reporters of the New
York Times, Boston Gwbe and
other newspapers which printed
Ells berg's leaks.
"All representatives of the
media are going to be in bad

·Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
r
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Ptwto In "''2"""'..~"'".,

A local station interviews Jean Frakes, Women
ter coordinator, during yesterday's Women's Week
Women in
related
on

